Other specific comments for paper number 2048:

Excellent Demonstration

The edited Video Proceedings will be available at the Conference and later distributed by IEEE. Authors hold the right for individual segments. However, IEEE will retain the right for the Video Proceedings as a whole. Please send the signed release form and the revised tape (if revision is required) to:

Professor Harry Stephanou
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
New York State Center for Advanced Technology
CII Bldg, Room 8015
Troy, NY 12180-3590
Phone: (518) 276-8652
Fax: (518) 276-4897

To meet the very tight production deadline and complete the Video Proceedings by the Conference, your release form and revised tape (if revision is required) must reach IEEE absolutely by Friday, February 18, 1994. Revised tapes will be reviewed prior to final approval. Video tapes which are received after that date will not be included in the Proceedings. All the revised entries are to be re-reviewed by the Committee. If you have questions regarding your entry or the production or editing your tape please contact me at:

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Electrical, Computer, and Systems Engineering
JEC 6010
Troy, NY 12180-3590
Phone: (518) 276-2879
Fax: (518) 276-6261
Email: acs@ecse.rpi.edu

Thank you very much for your contribution to the Video Proceedings.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Arthur C. Sanderson
Chairman
Video Proceedings Committee
1994 IEEE Conference
on Robotics and Automation
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